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Synergies at the Transnational Project
meeting in Ljubljana!

 

Welcome, we take you on a tour of all our latest activities.
 
The Arphymedes project is in its most intense central phase, the drafting of the first
versions of the Student book, thanks to the feedback and group work that took place
during the 4-day TPM in Ljubljana from 24-27 January 2023. 

Months of intensive work at a distance, an excellent response of cooperation and
synergy from the consortium.

The comfortable lecture halls of the Faculty of Pedagogy of the University of
Ljubljana were the stage where the partners' activities took place and hosted our
Transnational (hybrid) Meeting related to the ARphymedes project.

We finally took the opportunity to meet in person (not only through screens), but some
team members joined us through scheduled online meetings.

https://mailchi.mp/674afb878063/3rd-news?e=[UNIQID]


What were the highlights?

Turning points for the ARphymedes project, a new version of the student book is being
prepared.

Thanks to the great sense of participation and collaboration, we had a good time and
worked hard side by side.
Greater intensity moved towards the Mechanics of Fluids chapter to complete the content,
layout, design, AR and video support, adding and incorporating step by step comments,
triggers.
This effort had the clear purpose of modelling a reference example that could guide the
graphic and content development of subsequent chapters.



What's next? 

The new English version of Mechanics of Fluids will be translated into Slovenian and
Slovakian in the coming days and then tested in two schools in February, gathering
feedback from teachers and staff involved - their views are important to us.

We would like to proceed and see the results of our successful 4-day programme soon
so that we can proceed further to the next steps with harmony and cohesion.

We thank our partners very much for hosting us in Slovenia, we now look forward to our
next online Thursdays and the next transnational meetings planned in Trnava at the end of
February and beginning of March.
 



Stay tuned for more information and news!
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